
      Dear children,
  my name is Santiago,
are you ready to embark    
   on an adventure
       to discover the sea?

       The

anchovy in the sea

        of wonders
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Here 
I am, fishing like they 

did once upon a time, in 
my sea but the seas are all 

connected, you see?!!

Damaging fishing techniques, increases 
in demand and pollution put me at risk of 

becoming a really rare specimen!!!

The health of 
one sea has an influence 

on all of the others. The 
problem is that not everyone 

respects them. 

The sea,
       the seas
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The food web or trophic 
chain, just like an ecosystem, 

is elastic and adaptable but not 
indestructible or invincible, each of us 

must take care of it.

Even Santiago 
is part of the

    food chain.

Bottom fish

Mullet, hake

Detritus

Whales

Anchovies, sardines,
                mackerel

Invertebrates,
worms

They are really small plants

Zooplankton,

they are extremely 

   small animals

Dolphins

Swordfi sh, shark, tuna

Octo
pus, prawns, squid

Ph
yto

pla
nkton

Jellyfi sh, Ctenophora,

macroscopic plankton

Hey there! Let’s start
    from here. Pay attention: 
                                   Big fish eat small fish! 
                               This is what our food chain 
                              is based on. Like every chain 
                               it is made of rings. Let’s go
                                up it together in order to 
                                better understand that 
                                 each ring is food for 
                                      the higher one.

The trophic 
  network
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                      Dear children, my
       name is Santiago, are you 
ready to embark on an adventure 
to discover anchovies and their 
         friends?

     I am Zerro and
I will be with you on
       this journey!

hello hello

hello

hello

hellohello

   Fish in the   
Mediterranean

             Sea
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And now over to you, the famous,
the wonderful ones,… but tell us
your name. Speak one at a time!

And how do they fish you?

Do you migrate?

With surrounding nets

  Oh yeah, 
anchovies make  
    a ball…

There is even a  
     beautiful song

 During the 
summer at   
 night using   
        lamps

We are a little bit silly, 
  the light attracts us!

Yes, I am a small pelagic fish. In winter
                       I live in depths of 100 to 
                       200 meters. In summer
                             I prefer the surface.

Scientific
name: 

Engraulis encrasicolus
Where we live: we are the only 
species of the Engraulis family that live 
in the Mediterranean
  Length: we can reach a maximum length
   of 20cm. But usually we don’t grow 
   bigger than 12-13 centimeters. 
   Minimum fishing size: You can’t fish me 
if I’m not at least 9 centimeters long.

OK OK!
We are the anchovies.



The other species which are found in 
my habitat and that are fished using 
the same techniques are:

            Gillnets are 
left in the sea, 
where they wait for 
the fish to become 
caught on them. 
They can be used  
  on the seabed and 
    on the surface.

              Anchovies are caught mainly in the summer, 
       whereas during the winter species that are not very 
    well known but that have a high nutritional value are 
caught using a gillnet: curled picarel, bogue, blotched 
                             picarel.

            They are part 
 of the group of fish
known as blue fish
            or sea bread.

They are very 
important

Zerro! I’m 
here! It’s me

Sardines

Bogue

Blotchedpicarel

Atlantic mackerel

       Atlantic horse
mackerel
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 And now we will 
 talk about another 
        great friend

I live in large schools, from 150 right down 
to 3000 meters deep

During the day I love sandy
and muddy sea
beds… 
                                  at night I move close             
                                   to the surface of the 
                                     water

Most commonly 
between 300 and
400 meters

Where do you 
prefer to live?

And what 
do you eat?

Tail print

This is his 
identity 
card

Name: Blue Whiting 
Micromesistius poutassou
Family: Gadidae
Residence: the whole sub-polar 
     and temperate belt of the 
       North Atlantic Ocean, along 
       the African coast and 
      throughout the Mediterranean
     Important marks and features
Color: Silvery grey, pinkish – white 
belly with silver reflections
3 dorsal fins that are well 
separated
Average size 25cm Max 40cm.
Particular features: a big mouth 
with a protruding lower jaw

 Sub polar belt           Mediter
ra

ne
an
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I like small fish, cephalopods 
      and crustaceans.

Using trawling nets…

That means I’m the cousin of

of hake

of whiting

It is covered in small scales which 
are easily removed. They have white 
meat that is not too strong 
             in flavor. 

 It is delicious steamed, 
stewed, boiled and fried.
  Try some!

Cod

Rarely, also using 
   bottom longlines

I belong 
 to the 
Gadidae   
   family

I can be found all year round
  in Liguria, I am usually fished
  in spring and in summer.
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    Hello children! I am 
Santiago and he is Zerro… 
together we will go and find 
    a new friend…

  It’s name is 
the flathead 
      grey mullet

  sstt… 
       I’m here!

hello
  hello
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But where
  do you live?

And what
 do you eat?

I prefer sandy and 
slimy sea beds

  but even
rocky ones

Benthic
    detritus Vegetable   

    plankton
Mollusks,  
   insect
  larvae

crustaceans

  I live mostly in coastal 
environments and sometimes 
       I go out into the deep sea

   Here is his 
identity
card

    Up to 350
meters in 
             depth

Tail   print
What pocket  
does he keep  
         it in? My particular 

       trait is the Z        
               for Zorro

Name: Flathead grey mullet
           (Mugil cephalus)
Family: Mugilidae
Residence: A little bit all over 
the place Coastal waters in 
tropical, subtropical and 
temperate areas of every sea
Important marks and features
Color: grey with blue-green
Fins: yellowish
Max length: 70 cm
Maximum weight: 8 kg
Minimum size: 20 cm
Particular trait: Bottarga is made
using the salted and dried 
eggs of the mature females

All o
f the temperate waters of the glo

be
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 I have lots of 
cousins around  
  the world

And how do they
 fish you?

  I’ll introduce you to
some of them.

 Do I have do be
 careful with
       my sword?

          Or are
       you not 
        actually
  magnetic?

My cousin the thin lip 
mullet Mugil ramada

My cousin the
 Leaping mullet

My most precious 
   cousin, the
  golden grey
    mullet

  We are fished by 
      artisanal fishermen

Using gillnets   Using fishing
  lines

              Using hand made
 fishing equipment near  the
 coast, which is   ecofriendly
 and done using small boats,
        near the coast

and then there are  
 fishing traps, right?

Traps made
from reeds!

Very
precious in 
Mauritania
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                       Hello children!
         My name is Santiago and 
      he is Zerro. Together we will 
      go and discover a new friend…

       His name is   
  the Atlantic horse  
        mackerel

Here I am!

   Yeah, that’s  

  rig
ht m

y name

      
    is

 Zerro!

We are here
We are here
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  But where
do you live?

And 
what 
do you 
eat? 

  I’m a carnivore!
       I eat fish…

It depends on 
the season

Crustaceans,  
 plankton         

The larvae of 
          other fish

My larvae eat 
    zooplankton

I knew it!

    I live in the coastal areas 
with sandy sea beds in spring 
  and summer

      And in the 
  winter in deep
       waters

  The young of my 
     species stay in 
     shallow waters

   Near the 
    coast and in
  the deep seas

  Here is his 
identity
card

Tail print

          What a 
severe lip! You look 
            like a Boss!

   Are they
  friends with the 
            jellyfish

Sardines
anchovies

            They
        find food 
    and shelter 
   under their 
       cover

        It’s better 
      if I hide 
 somewhere

      A friend is 
someone who 
  travels

Name: Atlantic horse makerel
           (Trachurus trachurus)
Family: Carangidae
Residence: in all of the seas,
they are most commonly found in 
the East of the Atlantic ocean, in 
Italy: in the Ligurian sea and the 
Tyrrhenian sea in the northern and 
central parts
Marks and distinguishing features
Color: a grayish-greenish or grayish 
bluish back and a grayish silver 
stomach
Back fin: with spikes that are joined 
by a membrane
Minimum size: 15 cm
Particular traits: it has coarse bumps 
all along its sides and black spots 
all over

Italy Ligurian sea – Tyrrhenian sea – East 
At

la
nt

ic 
Oc

ea
n
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      I really have lots of 
cousins! I’ll introduce
  you to just a few 
                   of them

    My cousin the 
Chilean jack mackerel

And then my 
               Mediterranean cousins:                   
                 Mediterranean 
                      horse mackerel 

 And the blue 
  jack mackerel

Gillnets Longline fishing Trawling nets

Surrounding nets

Together with sardines
                  and anchovies

Tuna fishing nets

I know that they catch them more in the summer 
                                 but lets see…

  The little man on the 
 boat with the mask 
    scrutinizes the sea…

  when the tuna arrive he 
warns the fishermen

And what about fishing?

Trachurus
murphyi

  Hey, I saw you passing
  by in a school in the 
    deep sea!!!

Trachurus
mediterraneus

Trachurus 
picturatus

 In Sicily  
  they 
  call you  
  Sauro 
Occhiato 
   Verdi
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               … My name is Santiago!
         Dear children, are you ready to
      embark on an adventure to 
        discover more about tuna 
             and their friends?

Psstt… 

I’m already here!!

   And I am Zerro, we
 will go on this  
  adventure together.
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Now let’s talk
          about him

I can not be fished if I weigh less than 30 
kg and I must have a length of at least 115 
cm and you can only catch me if you have a 
fishing quota.

          Most of you 
imagined that he 
would be round 
and pink, right? 
Kept like a little 
     piglet! 

My name is
  red tuna

 I’ll admit that I would 
like to fish tuna, I can’t 
        do that though.

       Let’s see how 
    you can fish
         them…

  Different techniques are 
used which have been used 
traditionally for hundreds
   of years.

   and lets go 
and discover
  them

… and most    of all I need to know their 
habits, their routes…
yeah, because they travel a lot. This 
   is a picture of their trips.

            There’s 
            nothing 
      wrong with 
   someone who 
   can be cut with
      a breadstick!

                 Scientific name: Thunnus 
                                     thynnus thynnus
               My close family are: skipjack tuna, 
  Atlantic bonito, longfin tuna, bonito, 
 makerel. We all come from the same family, 
 the Scombridae family.
 Where I live: in the central part of 
 Atlantic Ocean, down to the waters of 
 Brazil, in the Eastern Atlantic Ocean, 
  in the Mediterranean sea and in the 
  Black sea. 
  Length: I can reach 3 meters and weigh 
  up to around 700 kilos.
  I can live for up to 15 years.
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Surrounding nets

Atlantic bonito

Frigate tuna or 

Frigate mackerel

Swordfish

Mediterranean   

        spear fish

Longlines

Anchovies

Mackerel

Tuna

Fixed tuna fishing nets

       Oh no he is
  about to be
    caught!...

    Here are the other pelagic fish 
  which are found in the same  
 habitat. They are defined  
 generically as large pelagic fish

      When I travel at high speeds with my 
 mouth open, the anchovies have no way  
        of escaping.

     I swim vertically, 

    horizontally but always 

      in a group.

        I’m unmistakable,      wonderful!

I’m destined for cans as well.
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               … My name is Santiago!
         Dear children, are you ready to
      embark on an adventure to 
        discover cod and their friends?

Hi there, my name is 
Zerro! I’ll be joining 
you on this trip!

I’m already here!

Are you happy?
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  Now it is your turn to 
      present yourself!

           This friend 
  is mysterious

          He’s
   right to be a  
 little bit sad

How do they fish 
  you?

       Luckily there are still
   some Norwegian
         fishermen who catch
          me using long line
                  fishing

     But most of the time,
     unfortunately, we are caught using large 
  scale trawling nets on fishing boats that 
  have large refrigeration units that can stay 
   out to sea for long periods of time.

           In Italy boats that
   use trawling nets are a 
  modest size and they are 
  not out to sea for longer 
          than 24 hours.

  The nets are 
 dragged behind 
     the boat and the 
    fish (sadly!) are
    caught as the net moves forwards.

     Equipment that is made up of a long 
   wire that has lots of fishing lines hanging off of 
          it, each fishing line has a hook attached.

      My name is
  Atlantic cod

Scientific name: Gadus morhua
 Where I live: in large banks all along the 
coast of North America, in Greenland 
and in Northern Europe in waters which 
do not reach a temperature higher than 5 
degrees Celsius. My movements are not 
that noticeable. I prefer sea beds from 1560 to 
9000 meters deep in areas where warm and 
 cold currents cross over. 
 Length: I can reach 60 cm and if no one eats 
 me I can live for up to 20 years.
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              They are part of the Gadidae family, 
   which has a lot of members. The overfishing 
  problem in the northern seas has pushed the 
     seafood industry to look for similar species                 
                              such as the cod found in south
                                                  Africa and Patagonia

But here where we are, he is the
                      most important species.

His name is the European hake.

     And then there is
                             the blue whiting

                    It’s a bit funny if someone 
        says to you that you are a cod! 
     but they are proud… 
                              and they do good! Hahaha

      Which we all 
  know by the
   generic name
       of cod

            and the

 Phycis 
            blennoides

          All good mate.
 He said that you are the
   most important.
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My notes
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